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BRISK SALES, HIGH PRICES CONTINUED IN OCT.
  The housing market continued its wild ride in October. 
According to realtor.com’s  October Housing Trends 
Report, sales activity and prices were at record levels. “For 
the first time since 2011, homes sold faster in October than 
September and prices remained at their summer peak of 
$350,000.”
  Buyers are being lured by historically low interest rates, 
with the current rate around 2.5%. The traditional market 
slowdown, which usually begins in October, is non-existent.
  “This unseasonal trend continues. We are still seeing lots 
of buyers. Even though prices are higher than a year ago 
people are looking at the low-interest rates and 
staying in the market,” explains realtor.com’s 
Chief Economist Danielle Hale.
  “Record low rates in October pushed tons of 
homeowners to refinance and new buyers to 
apply. Applications with Better.com were up 
15% in October over September. Uncertainty 
about the election likely drove rates down too,” 
explained Capital Markets Analyst Brendan 
Philips. “Though with rates back to tracking news about 
the economic recovery — which is directly tied to winning 
the battle against the pandemic — record low rates may be 
behind us,” Philips adds. Better.com explains the various 
factors that impact and move rates.
  The market’s frenetic pace saw homes selling 13 days faster 
than last year at the same time. That was even one day faster 
than in September. Three metros where homes sold the 
fastest compared to October 2019 included Hartford, Conn. 
(23 days faster), and Virginia Beach, Va. (22-days faster) 
while San Diego came in at 20 days less than last year.
  The national median listing price has continued to rise. That 
year-over-year increase was 12.2% to $350,000 in October. 
That’s up from September’s median price, which had double-
digit growth at 11.1% compared to last September.
  The highest median price listing gains were in Los Angeles, 
Philadelphia and Cincinnati. In the Los Angeles metro 
area, the median listing price grew 16.9% from a year ago 
to $995,100. It’s not surprising with the active listing count 
down almost 23%. Consider that the median price doesn’t 
buy you much house in the desirable areas of Los Angeles.
  If you’re from L.A., the numbers in these two other cities 
with top price increases sound good, even with significant 
year-over-year price gains. Philadelphia ranked second 
for October’s steepest price gain at 16.7%, which puts the 
median listing price at $349,100. Heading to Cincinnati, even 
with a 16.3% price increase, the median price only reached 
$310,000.
  According to realtor.com, there are around 500,000 fewer 
homes for sale than a year ago. That number could be 
turning around looking at the October numbers when newly 
listed homes were down 7.7% compared to last year. That’s 
considerably better than September when that number was 
down 13.8% from a year ago.

U.S. HOUSING MARKET HAS NO SLOWDOWN IN SIGHT
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Ulta Beauty will open in-store shops next to the beauty 
departments at more than 100 Target stores by the mid-
dle of next year, looking to appeal to pandemic-era shop-
pers who want one-stop options, the companies said. The 
1,000-square-foot shops will sell a rotating roster of prod-
ucts from more than 40 fragrance, beauty and skin care 
brands... A federal judge has authorized J.C. Penney’s 
multipart deal to emerge from bankruptcy protection in time 
for the holidays. As part of the deal, Brookfield Property 
Partners and Simon Property Group will acquire Pen-
ney’s retail operations in a debt and cash deal valued at 

$1.75 billion, allowing stores to continue to op-
erate and saving about 60,000 jobs... Whole 
Foods Market will launch its first Montana 
location in the fast-growing city of Bozeman, 
with the opening planned for fall 2021 in the 
city’s Gallatin Valley Mall. The mall, which is 
being redeveloped, serves five surrounding 
counties with a population of 150,000... Mc-
Donald’s is developing a plant-based burg-

er, McPlant, that it plans to test in some global markets in 
2021, and the meat alternative could be used to develop 
other plant-based menu items, said Ian Borden, the com-
pany’s international president... Red Lobster has joined 
one of the restaurant industry’s fastest-growing trends. The 
national seafood chain announced the opening of its first 
“ghost kitchen,” in downtown Chicago’s South Loop area. 
The delivery-only location will enable Red Lobster to evolve 
its off-premise capabilities, including touchless delivery, and 
also expand its presence in urban areas in the U.S. and 
around the world. Red Lobster said the kitchen will allow 
it to reach new customers who are not currently served by 
its existing brick-and-mortar restaurants... Casey’s Gen-
eral Stores is expanding its presence in the Midwest. The 
convenience store chain has agreed to acquire Buchanan 
Energy, owner of Bucky’s Convenience Stores, in an all-
cash transaction for $580 million. The purchase price in-
cludes tax benefits valued at $80 million for a net after-tax 
purchase price of $500 million. The family-owned and oper-
ated Buchanan Energy operates 94 stores, including 56 lo-
cations in Illinois and 26 in Nebraska... Party City swung to 
a profit in its third quarter and reported sales and earnings 
that topped Wall Street estimates amid strength in its core 
categories. Net income totaled $239.7 million compared to a 
loss of $281.5 million in the year-ago period. Revenue fell to 
$533.8 million from $540.2 million last year, but still topped 
estimates of $489.3 million. Comparable sales rose 8.3%... 
Walmart says it will kick off a pilot with Cruise, a General 
Motors subsidiary, to better understand how driverless cars 
could be used for deliveries. Starting next year, customers 
in Scottsdale, Ariz., can order from their local store and get 
their purchases dropped off by a Cruise car. Walmart is 
working with six autonomous vehicle companies, including 
Cruise, Ford and Alphabet-owned Waymo.
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NIELSEN ADDS DEVICES FOR ADDRESSABLE ADS
  Nielsen is adding 55 million devices across smart TV 
and set-top boxes to the addressable measurement of its 
national TV currency. This will include measurement from 
AT&T’s DirecTV, Dish Network and Vizio smart TV sets, 
MediaPost reports.
  The measurement will include addressable campaigns 
on Vizio devices using the open addressable standard 
developed by Project OAR (Open Addressable Ready).
  Inserting addressable ads into live, linear TV programming 
allows advertisers to target specific audiences.

  Nielsen, quoting eMarketer, estimates 
addressable TV advertising will reach 
$3.6 billion by 2022 — up 75% from 
August 2020. The entire TV advertising 
marketplace totals roughly $70 billion a 
year.
  Nielsen plans to release preview data 
in the first half of 2021.
  Nielsen Total Audience Report 
says 77% of U.S. homes have at least 
one enabled connected device, with 
streaming accounting for 25% of TV 

usage in those homes.
  The industry addressable advertising consortium, Project 
OAR — which recently added ViacomCBS and E.W. 
Scripps — started in February 2018, led by Vizio, which 
has a footprint of 13 million smart TVs.
  Founding members include Disney’s Media Networks, 
Comcast’s FreeWheel and NBCUniversal, Xandr, 
WarnerMedia, Discovery, Hearst Television, AMC 
Networks, Vizio, and its smart TV data unit Inscape.

COMSCORE NEARS DEAL WITH KEY INVESTOR
  Comscore, which has been in a strategic review since last 
year, says it is in advanced discussions on a transaction 
with an anchor investor, Next TV reports.
  The company reported a net loss and lower revenue in the 
third quarter.
  The investor was not named and Comscore said the 
transaction would reduce its debt and support growth 
initiatives.
  Comscore has been in turmoil since irregularities were 
found in the company’s books four years ago. Since then 
the company has gone through a painstaking re-audit, 
several CEOs and reported operating losses.
  The third-quarter net loss was $11.1 million, or 16 cents a 
share, compared to a $10.6 million loss, or 16 cents, a year 
ago. Revenue fell 7% to $88 million.
  “I am pleased with the progress Comscore made during 
the third quarter, despite market conditions that remained 
challenging. Our TV product grew revenue high single-
digit percentage year-over-year in the quarter, Addressable 
continued to expand, and we continued to generate higher 
levels of adjusted EBITDA compared to the prior year,” said 
CEO Bill Livek.
  “As we look to 2021, Comscore is poised to win the future 
of media measurement with a host of new products centered 
around a new impressions-based currency with enhanced 
advertising capabilities. These and other solutions position 
Comscore to drive long-term value for our media industry 
partners and shareholders,” Livek said.

NETWORK NEWS
  Fox has unveiled the bulk of its winter 2021 schedule, 
featuring the network’s returning scripted series, which will 
roll out starting Dec. 27. The Prodigal Son is moving to 
Tuesdays, joining The Resident, as Monday becomes a 
9-1-1-branded night featuring the mothership series and 
spinoff 9-1-1: Lone Star. Fox is keeping its live-action 
comedy block on Thursday with the final season of Tim 
Allen’s Last Man Standing joined by newcomer Call Me 
Kat starring Mayim Bialik. Both sitcoms, as well as The 
Masked Singer spinoff The Masked Dancer, will get special 
premieres after an NFL doubleheader 
on Sunday. The Fox premiere dates 
include: The Masked Dancer (Dec. 27) 
Call Me Kat (Jan. 3), Last Man Standing 
(Jan. 3) Hell’s Kitchen (Jan. 7), The 
Resident (Jan. 12) Prodigal Son (Jan. 
12) 9-1-1 (Jan. 18) and 9-1-1: Lone Star 
(Jan. 18)... ABC has set early-2021 
premiere dates for new seasons of its 
reality hits The Bachelor and American 
Idol, along with the return of To Tell the 
Truth and the debuts of three new game 
shows: Celebrity Wheel of Fortune, The Chase and The 
Hustler. Matt James is the new Bachelor in Season 25, 
which returns Monday, Jan. 4. The fourth season of the 
ABC version of American Idol will tune up on Valentine’s 
Day, Sunday, Feb. 14. The sixth primetime season of the 
game show stalwart To Tell the Truth kicks off Tuesday, 
Jan. 26. Three weeks before that, ABC will introduce three 
new hour-long game shows on Thursday, Jan. 9. Celebrity 
Wheel of Fortune, hosted by Pat Sajak and Vanna White, 
is a spinoff that marks the show’s primetime debut. It’ll be 
followed at 9 PM by The Chase, which has Jeopardy! 
GOATs James Holzhauer, Ken Jennings and Brad 
Rutter taking turns competing against regular contestants 
in the U.S. version of the British format. The night will wrap 
with The Hustler at 10 PM, hosted by former Late Late 
Show frontman Craig Ferguson... The Canadian import 
boom continues after NBC yesterday said it has picked 
up the medical drama Nurses. The network acquired U.S. 
rights to the hospital drama from eOne and ICF Films. 
It will add the show, which features Riverdale’s Tiera 
Skovbye, to its primetime lineup in December. It marks the 
latest Canadian show to be picked up by a U.S. network 
following deals for fellow medical drama Transplant, also 
with NBC, and procedural Coroner, which was picked 
up by The CW, as networks continue to look for already 
produced English-language content to deal with the fallout 
that COVID-19 has had on production schedules... Marnee 
Carpenter (Criminal Minds, Good Girls) is set as a series 
regular opposite Rebecca Breeds in CBS’ Silence of 
the Lambs sequel series Clarice. Additionally, Jayne 
Atkinson (Criminal Minds), Shawn Doyle (The Comey 
Rule) and Tim Guinee (Homeland) have been cast in 
recurring/guest roles in the midseason crime drama series 
based on Thomas Harris’ famous character. Clarice is 
set in 1993, one year after the events of The Silence of 
the Lambs. It tells the personal story of FBI Agent Clarice 
Starling (Breeds) as she returns to the field to pursue serial 
murderers and sexual predators while navigating the high-
stakes political world of Washington, D.C.
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Rodney Dangerfield

I drink too much. The last 
time I gave a urine sample 

it had an olive in it.
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HOLIDAY TECH GIFTS LEAN TOWARD PRACTICAL
  We’re just a few weeks away from Black Friday and 
intense holiday shopping time during an era of COVID-19, 
USA Today says.
  Stephen Baker, a longtime analyst with the NPD Group, 
which tracks sales of consumer products, says to expect a 
holiday filled with non-sexy products like computer monitors, 
external mice and keyboards and routers.
  “You’re not going to give a spa certificate or holiday tickets 
to Bermuda,” said Baker. “Instead, we’re seeing more 
tangible gifts like a router. Give your family the gift of better 

internet connectivity.”
  This year, the pandemic has put a twist 
on consumer electronic sales. Shoppers 
have already pushed huge sales gains 
for products that make it easier to work 
and learn from home, Baker said.
  Router sales are up 50%. Computer 
monitors are up 80%, and big-screen 
TVs are up 35%.
  For the holiday shopping season, next-
generation video consoles from Sony 
and Microsoft (PlayStation 5 and Xbox 

5) are expected to be the hardest to get. New iPhones, while 
not generally gifts, will actually be the biggest sellers of the 
holiday, along with Apple AirPods and other headsets, per 
Daniel Ives, an analyst with Wedbush Securities.

THIS AND THAT
  NBCUniversal is diving further into interactive commerce 
by bundling its Shoppable TV, NBCUniversal Checkout 
and Shop Telemundo units and launching One Platform 
Commerce. One Platform Commerce lets consumers scan 
codes to buy goods from more than 60 brands via its linear 
TV, online video and digital portfolio using the PayPal 
interface... A study from Juniper Research has found 
that the total transaction value of smart home payments, 
payments that occur via smart home devices, will exceed 
$164 billion in 2025, from $22 billion in 2020. Increasing 
use of voice assistants via smart speakers for e-commerce, 
propelled by rising user and merchant acceptance, will drive 
a dramatic growth of over 630% in total value over the next 
five years. The report predicts the use of smart displays 
will be transformative for voice payments in the home, by 
allowing users to see products and confirm purchases.
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FunnyTweeter.com

You don’t scare me. 
You’re not an omelette 

I’m about to flip.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

HUB: FOR FAVORITE SHOWS, VIEWERS GO ONLINE
  Free access coupled with a pandemic has created a perfect 
storm of developments to accelerate the consumer shift 
toward subscription streaming video as the destination for 
consumers’ favorite shows, according to a new report.
  Hub Entertainment Research, citing data from an October 
survey of 1,604 U.S. broadband consumers who watch 
at least one hour of TV per week, found a widening gap 
between online video sources and traditional pay-TV as the 
go-to platform for new shows.
  Hub found that 68% of viewers watch their new favorite 
shows online, compared with 26% from 
a traditional pay-TV source. Netflix 
continues to be the top individual viewing 
source for new content, with 38% 
watching their recently discovered favorite 
on the SVOD pioneer’s platform. That’s 
18% higher than those who watch a new 
favorite show on pay-TV.
  The report cited “dramatic differences” in 
how viewers discover shows they watch 
online versus those they watch on pay-TV 
— the latter typically driven by advertising, 
while favorites watched online spread organically from 
person to person.

INNOVID: CTV AD IMPRESSIONS UP 55% IN Q3
  Ad impressions delivered by connected TV grew by 55% 
in the third quarter compared to the prior year, according to 
advertising and analytics company Innovid.
  In its fall 2020 U.S. Video Benchmarks Report, Innovid 
said the CTV’s share of video ad impressions jumped to 41% 
in the quarter from 33% a year ago.
  “CTV’s massive 2020 surge in adoption by both viewers and 
advertisers has disrupted traditional strategies and forced 
everyone to re-evaluate,” said Jessica Hogue, Innovid’s 
general manger for Measurement & Analytics. 
  “The onset of the coronavirus pandemic drove massive 
cord-cutting behavior, with advertisers following audiences. 
In April, even when marketers were grappling with budget 
cuts and changes to creative, Innovid saw a 22% year-over-
year increase in CTV ad impressions while video declined 
overall by 14%,” Hogue said. “This growth only continued, 
with a 58% year-over-year increase in September.”
  CTV completion rates were higher than mobile and desktop.

POLITICAL ADS BOOST TEGNA EARNINGS IN Q3
  Tegna reported higher third-quarter profits as record political 
ad spending and acquisitions boosted revenue.
  Net income rose to $132 million, or 60 cents a share, up 
from $48.3 million, or 22 cents, a year ago. Revenue rose 
34% to $738 million thanks to record political advertising 
revenue of $116 million.
  Through Election Day, Tegna said it registered $395 million 
in political ad revenue, with more on the way in Georgia, 
where it owns stations in Atlanta and Macon. 
  Third-quarter subscription revenue rose 32% to $317 million 
because of rate increases and acquisitions. The company said 
about half of the households will be covered by agreements 
with new rates reached in last year’s fourth quarter. Ad 
revenue was flat at $299 million because of acquisitions and 
growth at its Premion OTT advertising service.


